Abstract. Petri nets are a successful formal method for the modeling and verification of asynchronous, concurrent and distributed systems. Reachability analysis can provide important information about the behavior of the model. However, reachability analysis is a computationally hard problem, especially when the state space is infinite. Abstraction-based techniques are often applied to overcome complexity. In this paper we analyze an algorithm, which uses counterexample guided abstraction refinement. This algorithm proved its efficiency on the model checking contest. We examine the algorithm from a theoretical and practical point of view. On the theoretical side, we show that the algorithm cannot decide reachability for relatively simple instances. We propose a new iteration strategy to explore the invariant space, which extends the set of decidable problems. We also give proofs on the theoretical limits of our approach. On the practical side, we examine different search strategies and we present our new, complex strategy with superior performance compared to traditional strategies. Measurements show that our new contributions perform well for traditional benchmark models as well.
Introduction
The development of complex, distributed and safety-critical systems requires mathematically precise proofs in order to ensure the suitability and correctness of the design. Formal modeling and verification methods provide such tools. However, a major drawback of using formal techniques is their computation and memory-intensive nature. Even for relatively small asynchronous and concurrent models, the state space and the set of possible behaviors can be unmanageably large, or even infinite. This is usually referred to as the "state space explosion" problem in the literature.
This problem also holds for one of the most popular modeling formalisms, Petri nets. The behavior of a Petri net model is determined by the set of reachable states and fireable transitions. Therefore, reachability analysis is an important formal verification technique for Petri nets. The reachability problem answers the question whether a given state is reachable from the initial state of the modeled system. However, solving reachability is a computationally hard problem. Therefore, abstraction-based techniques are often involved to overcome complexity.
Wimmel and Wolf published an algorithm [18] , which applies counterexample guided abstraction refinement to the reachability problem of Petri nets. Their algorithm proved its efficiency at the model checking contest in 2013 [10] . After its publication, we analyzed the algorithm regarding correctness and completeness, and published our results in [8] . Although the algorithm can solve many problems efficiently, we proved that it fails to decide reachability for relatively simple instances. In worse cases it may even give a wrong answer. We suggested improvements and we also extended the algorithm to be able to handle inhibitor arcs and submarking coverability problems. Furthermore, we proved that even the improved algorithm is incomplete due to its iteration strategy.
In this paper we continue our work with further theoretical and practical investigations. In Section 2 we introduce the theoretical background of our work. We present the algorithm of Wimmel and Wolf [18] and a brief overview of our previous findings [8] in Section 3. Then, we introduce our current results. On the theoretical side, we propose a new iteration strategy to be used during the phase that explores the invariant space (Section 4). We show that our new approach extends the set of decidable problems and we also give theoretical results on its limits. On the practical side, we examine the behavior of well-known search strategies (depth-and breadth-first search) for the solution space traversal and we also present our new, complex strategy combining the advantages of BFS and DFS (Section 5). We prove the efficiency of our new approaches with measurements on traditional benchmark models and on our special nets as well (Section 6). Finally, we conclude our work in Section 7.
Background
In this section we introduce the theoretical background of our work. First, we present Petri nets (Section 2.1), then we introduce reachability analysis (Section 2.2).
Petri Nets
Petri nets [13] are graphical models for concurrent and asynchronous systems, providing both structural and dynamical analysis. A discrete Petri net is a tuple P N = (P, T, E, W ), where P is the set of places, T is the set of transitions, with P = ∅ = T and P ∩ T = ∅, E ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) is the set of arcs and W : E → Z + is the weight function assigning weights w − (p j , t i ) to the edge (p j , t i ) ∈ E and w + (p j , t i ) to the edge (t i , p j ) ∈ E. Places and transitions are numbered from zero in our work.
A marking of a Petri net is a mapping m : P → N. If a place p contains k tokens in a marking m then m(p) = k. The initial marking is denoted by m 0 .
